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Conditional tense spanish worksheet pdf

In order to continue to enjoy our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you very much for your cooperation. 1. Curriculum — Conditional: History of Spain [MEMBERS] – Students learn vocabulary related to Spanish history, culture and architecture. They also learn about the use of conditional verbs to combine sentences and express
themselves in a liquid way. 2. Lesson plan - Spanish verb times: Conditional - This curriculum helps students get acquainted with conditional time. This suggests some activities, such as complete sentences about hypothetical situations in Spanish. 3. Lesson - How to use Spanish conditional time - a complete lesson about conditional time, which includes
how to create and use it. It also contains a section on possible time-related errors and an infographic. Integrate this information into the lesson. 4. Presentation - Condition - Explains how to create a condition and when to apply it. 5. Video - Conditional time - 9-minute video in English with a detailed explanation of the conditional time. 6. Video - Master Table
of Conditions in Spanish - Students can easily learn how to use it, should, and should in Spanish. 7. Handouts - Spanish Verbs: Conditional Time - a set of printable documents about conditional time. It includes common and irregular verbs, as well as a table with some examples of verbs used in conditional time. 8. Online practice - Conditional verbs -
Students complete sentences by conjugating verbs. They can also check their answers by clicking the answer key button for each sentence. 9. Worksheet - Spanish conditional time - Students check how to create and use conditional by completing a statement on the topic. Then they continue their written practice. 10. Spanish Song - Cuando me enamoro
enrique Iglesias ft Juan Luis Guerra: Reflexive and Conditional Verbs [members] - Includes three cloze versions, lyrics, artist bio and video link to the song. 11. Game - Spanish Conditional Time - Students use their mobile devices and play as an entire class. Students complement sentences by selecting a verb that is correctly conjugated in a condition. 12.
Quiz – Conditional Time – Students choose one of the verbs in the list to complete the sentences. Contains the answer key. 13. Quiz – conditional time – online quiz, where students choose the correct translation of several conditional expressions in English, write the correct stem for irregular conditional verb writing and complete sentences with the correct
conditional shape. Students have the option to send their response to the teacher via email. 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, Adult Education, HomeschoolPage 2PreK, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th 11th, 12th, Higher Education, Adult Education, Homeschool, StaffPage 36th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 11th, 11th, 12th, Higher
Education, Adult Education, Homeschool, StaffFreeReport ProblemThis resource is intended for teachers in the UK. View the U.S. version . .
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